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!'resent position. 

The present state of knowledge of the history of the Mon 
Kingdom of Dvaravati has been summarised by Coedes in 1944.1 l 
The epigraphical evidence with regard to Dviiravati, as found in 

Siam, was published by Coedes in 1929 and brought up-to-date in 
1961.2) Though the archaeological Buddhistic evidence of that 

period is well established by Dupont,3) the contemporary historical 

data concerning Dvaravati are scarce. The main sources of con
temporary information are Chinese texts of which the account of the 

eminent Buddhist pilgrim Hiuan-Tsang of 648 A.D. seems most in
formative.<~) The geographical position of Dvaravati is described 

by this pilgrim in these words :5) 

"Thence north-east, beside the great sea in a valley of the 

mountains, is the kingdom of i:~u.i~~~ [BiographyU)] l.Shih-li
ch'a-ta-lo ({,'r"iksctra). Further, to the south-east, in a corner of the 

great sea is the kingdom o£ U!!!./!f; i~U!! Chia-mo-lang-chia ([Camalanka) · 

Further, to the east, is the kingdom of (?) [Biography ( ?)] ~lHt.!it 
To-lo-po-ti ( Dvaravati). Further, to the east, is the kingdom of 

if'~"JJ[qill .f\t 1-shang-na-pu-lo (lqanapura)1. Further, to the east is the 

kingrlom of ;!tiar!Jtilt Mo-bo-chan-po (Mahachampa); thisiswhat 

we (Chinese) call ~,f.~ Lin-i2. Further, to the south-west [Biogra

phy "west"], is the island kingdom of lltl/!f;/JI~ [Biography {t lo] Yen
mo-naS. In the case of all these six kingdoms the paths across 

mountains and streams are difficult. He ( sc. Hsiian-chuang) did 

not enter their frontiers, but found out by enquiry their customs 

and territorial boundaries". 

The restoration of To-lo-po-ti, with its several variants, to 

Dvaravati has become accepted by historians.G) It seems that Cha
vannes 7) as early as 1894, was the first writer to have proposed this 
reconstruction though the actual geographical position of this king-
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dom has been a subjccl of speculation by several later historians. 
Forty years ago when Coedes published his first volume of inscrip
tions of Siam, the position of Dvaravati was formulated by him in 
the following theory: 

"I give provisionally this name to the kingdom of Indian 

civilisation and Buddhist religion which has left in the south
west of Siam archaeological traces characterised by pronoun
ced archaism and a manifest resemblance with Gupta art. 
This name, Dvaravati, mentioned in the 7th century by HsLian

chuang and 1-ching, between Burma on the west and Cambo
dia on the east, seems to have been borne first by a town 
situated in the neighbourhood of Subarnaburi or Brah Pathama, 
and then applied to Ayudhya (and finally to Bangkok), 
whenever the capital shifted "8) 

Coedes has observed that apart from the reconstruction from 
To-lo-po-ti from the Chinese texts, the actual name Dvaravati has 
not yet been found back in ancient sources, but it is preserved in 
the official name of the capitals of Siam :9) Ayudhya founded in 1350 
and Bangkok (Phra Nakorn) in 1781.10) 11) 

The inhabitants of the Kingdom of Dviiravati were most likely 

Mon as bas been a ttestcd by the Mon language used in several in
scriptions of that period. The position of the Mon in Dvaravati 
during the early part of the 7th century A.D. has been formulated 
by Coedes in 1952.12) The above summary gives the situation until 
1963.13) 

New evidence. The lUng of Sri Dvamvati. 

The soundness of the above mentioned theory concerning 
Dvaravati has now been proven since the discovery of two new types 
of silver medals from Nakorn Pathom, each bearing on one side an 

identical inscription containing the words Sri Dvaravati, in the so
called Pallava characters of the 7th century A.D The discoverer of 
these two medals, the numismat and sinologist-historian Nai Cha
lerm Yongboonkerd of Bangkok, has permitted the Siam Society 
Research Centre in 1963, to publish these findings in the JSS.14) 



Photo I. 1. Top. Silver medal. D1•aravatT. With p'iinJaglw(a symbol. 

2. Bottom. Silver medal. Dvaravati. With cow and calf (?) symbol. 

Photo II. 3. Reverse of medal of 
Photo I,'l. 

Photo II. 4. Reverse of medal of 
Photo I, 2. 
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Description of the 2 silver medals. 

During World War II, in 194:::l, two small medals (sec photos 

I and II) of very pure silver have been found under a chedi at Huay 

Chorakay, (Crocodile Stream), Tambol Nern Hin, Changvat Nakorn 

Fathom, inside a small earthenware jar together with more medals 

of that type as well as other medals of the conch shell type.l5) The 

medals of the conch shell type have since been lost. The Huay 

Chorakay crosses the road from Bangkok to Nakorn Pathom, under 
a bridge, reached after having passed the monument Wat Fhra Paton. 
The site Nern Hin (or Nein Hin) is mentioned by Dupont.Hil The 

diameter of these two circular coins is 2 em.; both coins are in the 

possession of Nai Yongboonkerd. These two silver medals represent 
two types: 

The first type (Photo I, 1.) shows the well known symbol of 

the full brimming water jar, purzwgho!a or purrfakala!w, from which 

two tender creepers (lata) are sprouting. The second type shows 
also on the obverse an animal on four straight legs with two short 
straight horns, f ceding a smaller animal standing under her; beads 

are in opposite directions. It appears to be a cow or a deer with her 

calf. In Indian numismatics, representations of the sacred cow arc 

known. (Photo I, 2.). Both symbols in relief, are placed within a 
circle. Both coins on the reverse bear an identical inscription in 

Fallava character:; of the 7th century A.D. from part of which Acbarn 

Mah1 Saeng has read the words" sri dvaravat~"; 1he meaning of the 

other words was not quite clear at a cursory reading at that time. 

It seems that these medals constitute two new types. They 

are not mentioned by le May, Guehler, nor by Malleret.l7) We have 

no access here to the literature on coins of that time, found in India 

or Burma. The importance of these medals is demonstrated by 

the legend which reads sri dvaravati and .their discovery in the 

Nakorn Fathom area, which is known to have been a centre of the 

Dvaravati kingdom and of which its Buddhistic culture flourished 

between the 6th and 9th century A. D. and ended maybe as late as 

tbe 11th ceptury. 
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At this point we sent the above new data to Professor G. 

Coedes with the object of obtaining a correct translation of the in

scriptions. The immediate reaction of Professor Cocdes was to 

confirm the great importance of this inscription for the early history 

of Thailand and even more important than we thought, because the 

reverse of the silver pieces found at Nern Hin reads clearly : 

~.;r"idvarauatluvarapu r~ya 

"oeuvre meritoire ( c'est ~\ dire: fondation) 

du roi de <;ri Dvaravati."18) 

Unfortunately to-day there is nothing left of the chedi at 

Huay Chorakay. Nern Hin was part of the group of Wat Phra 

Paton as is mentioned in Dupont's work.l9) Coedes observes that 

one could ask whether it could not have been the foundation of this 

great monument which constitutes the pnnya ( l!tJl) of the King of 

Dvaravati. The script is indeed that of the 7th century A.D. Profes

sor Coedes confirms that these pieces of silver give us therefore the 

first contemporaneous mention of the real name of the kingdom of 

To lo-po-ti of the Chinese pilgrims. This discovery conurms the 

theory formulated by Coedes in 1924 and quoted above. 

Coedes' theory places Dvaravaii in the region of Subarnapuri 

or of Brab Pathama. The find of the medals pinpoints Dvaravaii as 

having Phra Paton as its centre. It also confirms that the statues 

of the Buddha of that period, some of them identified by inscriptions 

on its base, indeed belong to the Dvaravaii period. 

The new evidence establishes with certainty a Buddhist king 

of Sri Dvaravati, reigni?g in the area of Nakorn Pathom in the 7th 

Century A D. or 1300 years ago. The first king known to have 

reigned in a part of present-day Thailand. In accordance with 

ancient tradition the name Dvaravati is incorporated in the title of 

the previous capital at Ayudhya. 11) 
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We also may conclude that the official and sacred language 

used by the King of Dvaravati on this occasion was Sanskrit. It 

seems furthermore evident that like the great Emperor Asoka, the 

King of Sri Dvaravati was not interested in a personality cult, but 

in the welfare and prosperity of his people and which is expressed 

in the motives on the obverse of the other medal which shows the 

full brimming water jar that symbolises abundance in creation. A 

closer examination of this water jar may tell us more about its origin 
and meaning. Purn,aghafa or Mari.galakala.~a See Photo I, 1. 

The abundance in creation is represented by two elements. 

The full brimming water jar or Pur!Jaghafa. also known as Mahgala

lcala.~a. shows the element of water as a pre-requisite for all life. There 

is abundance of water because the water jar is full. The vegetation 

sprouting from the water is represented by the two identical hang

ing creepers or lnta, sprouting from the water in the thick bellied 

jar, sometimes compared with the womb. These two elements 

together form the concept of the " vase of abundance ". 20
) 

This symbol finds its origin in India where however, the water 
jar in most cases is shown to have a lotus vegetation instead of 
creepers; also in Ceylon and in the representation in Indonesia, the 
theme of the lotus vegetation is dominant. One could observe that 
the lotus as a symbol is connected with beliefs, Buddhistic and/or 
Hinduistic, whilst the simple creeper represents the reality of 
nature, because without water no life is possible for human beings 
on earth. The shape of the water pot, together with the two grace
ful hanging creepers, in this archaic form is appealing by its moving 
simplicity. The circle around this symbol could represent the 

universe and therefore it is a universal symbol which in India has 
been venerated for more than a thousand years and as such has ac
cumulated power. We cannot recollect to have seen the piirr;.aga?/w 
symbol used in Khmer art, neither· after the Dvaravati period in 

Thailand. 
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Gaja-Lak~mi and the Purt~agha~a on toilet trays in 
Dvaravati art. 

The PfirQap;ha!a on the silver medal of the I<ing of Dvaravati 

is not unique, in this country the same auspicious symbol appears 

on a fragment of a small stone toilet tray from the Dviiruvati period 

and also found in the Nakorn Fathom area. See Photo III. Plate I, 3. 

The purQaghafa is placed at the base of the toilet tray, and 

it seems standing on a pedestal. Graceful creepers (lata) are 

sprouting from its mouth and are hanging down in curves almost 

to the base. A flower is seen on the left but we are not at all sure 

that it is a lotus. In line with the meaning of lata, the designation 

should be creepers, or vegetation in general. It seems as if the 

purTJ-agha~a is supporting the huge double lotus placed in a circle 

in the middle of the toilet tray and which could have served as a 

container for toilet powder. An elephant is standing above this lotus 

circle with raised trunk. If we compare this elephant with the pair 

of tuskless elephants of a second toilet tray, also from the Dvaravati 

period, it is clear that this single elephant forms part of the Caja
Laksmi composition to which the first representations originate from 

Central-India, Bharhut and Sanchi. Drawing 1, of Plate A. shows 

the comparison. Foucher bas attempted to demonstrate that the so

called Gaja-Lak.~mi composition from Bharhut and Sanchi, could be 
no other than a symbolic representation of the birth of the Buddha 

as Bodhisattva. Both elephants i.n their raised trunks hold inverted 

jars with the water of which the mother of the future Buddha, 

Queen Maha Maya and the-not represented-·Bodhisattva, are bathed 

in the bodhisattva-abhi~eka rite 21 ) 

A secondary and later interpretation, possibly made during the 

Gupta period, as adopted by the Hindus, is that of the Gaja-Lak.~mi 

concept in worship of the goddess Lak~mi, the lovely Indian god
dess of fortune and beauty. Coomaraswamy in support of an original 

Gaja-Lak.~m~ concept emphatically rejects Foucher's interpretation 

as the first miracle; the Buddha's nativity. 22 ) In the case of the two 

toilet trays from the Dvaravati .period and in the absence of other 

specific Buddhistic characterics it seems appropriate that since the 



Photo III- Toilet tray. Dvaravatl. Stone, fragment. Height abt. 13 em. 
(Photo copy-right reserved by Siam Society ) 





Photo IV. Pur~agha~a symbol. Dvaravati 
Detail of toilet tray of photo lii. 

(Photo copy-right reserved by Siam Society ) 
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purpose of a toilet tray is to beautify its user, that it should be de

dicated tD Lak~mi, goddess of beauty, born from the milk sea. We 

therefore prefer to identify her as Gaja-Laksmi. This identification 

is however not final because behind the lone elephant of photo III 
we see clearly a tree, which could indicate the traditional Lumbinl 
grove, the birthplace of the future Buddha. We therefore must 

keep an open mind. Another feature is that the elephants on both 

toilet trays are no longer standing on lotus flowers like their Indian 
predecessors The vase of toilet tray No. 2 is not a specific purn;a

gha{a because the vegetation is absent and therefore we do not know 

whether it is filled with water. The correct designation in this case 
is lwrnbha; it is decorated with two heavy ropes crossing in the centre 

of the thick bellied pot which seems also to stand on a (wooden) 

pedestal. Photo V. 

To complete the description of toilet tray 1 we mention the 
following attributes placed around the rim of that fragment from 

bottom to top : ( Photo III) : 

1. Purt)aghata, on pedestal with creepers, as described. 

2. Object below creeper- end, left, uncertain. 
:-\. Fish, flat shape, possibly sea fish, unidentified. 

4. Spiral ornament, seemingly to come from the fish' mouth, 

could indicate waves of the sea. 

fi. Hook-like fragment, could be part of anlmsa or elephant's 

goad. 

6. Banner on pole. Could signify the King's army. (DPaja.) 

7. A bird (pigeon?) carrying a crab through the air. 

(Story unidentified). 

8. Ha~1sa (Hong) holding a closed lotus stalk in his mouth. 

9. Small circular receptacle for colouring matter? (black 

or red) for cosmetic purpose? 

10. Tree, on top of the head of the Hong; representing 

Lumbint?. 

11. Elephant, standing unadorned, tuskless, raised trunk. 

As described. Raised head turned to the right. Gaja. 
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12. Fragment of seated person with folded leg:;, /,ak.~ml. 

1:-3. Circular receptacle in the centre, for powder?. Surrounded 

by double lotus formation. 

Descri{)tion of 'foilet tmy ~~. National Museum Bangkok. Dvii.
ravati period. The great importance of this toilet tray i,; the fact 

that it contains a large range of royal insignia of the Dvilravati period 

in duplicate, which are grouped around the circular double lotus 

receptacle. In the first place it is a replica of the universe, a Mcru 
symbol, as will become clear from the description given here: 

Identification of attributes ~tnd symbols. Tu start at hottom. 

Photo V. 

1. Large thick bellied jar of the lwmhha. type. Nn vegetation. 

Standing on a foot? Two thick ropes crossing on the belly. 

Knmhha supporting rosette-like circular lotus receptacle. Ku mhha 

is placed on small lotus cushion. 

2. Circular receptacle, surrounded by double lotus formed in a 

rosette, placed in the centre of the rectangular tr'l.y. The rc · 
ceptacle most likely held powder or other toih!t preparation. 

3. Lak~mi is seated, with folded legs, on a lotus cushion. Palms 
of both hands are raised above the thighs. Wearing garment 

held up around the middle. No upper garment. It seems that 

both hands are holding a lotus stalk of which the closed lotus 

appears above the shoulders next to the head. Lalqmi has a 

broad smiling face with closed eyes. Large earrings are pending 

on the shoulders. The goddess forms a composite figure with 
the two flanking royal elephants facing her and she is therefore 

identified as Gaja-Lak~rn'i. Her headdress-if any-is uncertain 

Lak.pn'i, the lotus receptacle under her, and the kumbha, constitute 

a unity of conception. A unity also available in toilet tray 1 and 

which may derive its origin from Bharhut. These three elements 

occupy the centre of the tray from top to bottom as well as of 
the uni vers~. · 



Photo V. Gaja-Lafkml ma'!tfala, or toilet tray. Dvaravat1. 

National Museum Bangkok. 
With the regalia, ( Photo copy-right reserved by Siam Society ) 

"'¥"''u "'"="'4"§¥iiiie-~W"":' '}o>zf'~'ht --,,",~ 
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The identification of the royal insignia gives no problems~ 
1'he attributes to the right form a pair with the attributes to the left. 
These are from top to bottom: (Photo: V) 

1. 2. Caparisoned (white?) elephants, carry inverted wate1' 

pitchers in raised trunks, from which 4 streams of 
flowers are descending. 

2. 2 Flywhisks or camara. 

3. 2 Conch shells in erect position; .~ahlchri. 

4, 2 Garlands or rather strings of prayer beads; ak~amala. 

5. 2 Thunderbolts or vajra. Three-pronged on each encL 

6. 2 Elephants goads or aAkusa. In revetted position. 

7. 2 Royal urn brellas or chattra; In reverted posi tiotl. 

8. 2 Royal fans witb long handle. Itt reverted position. 
9. 2 Turtles. In reverted position. 

10. The goddess Lak,~mi, and the pot-bellied jar ( kumblw ). 

The toilet tray itself is rectangular. At each of the four 

corners there is a small receptacle, which is adorned with a curve of 

lotus flowers. They seem to correspond with the circular receptacle 

surrounded by lotus flowers and placed in the centre of the toilet 

tray. This arrangement together with the presence of the auspicious 

royal emblems, identifies the entire toilet tray as a representation of 

the universe according to the ancient Indian cosmogony. The cosmic 

mountain Meru is placed in the centre of the universe with the four 

continents placed in the four corners of that universe. A concep
tion to be found back in Wat Arun, Dhonburi. Such a replica of the 
universe is called a ma~cf.ala and as of old the king, the symbolic ruler 
of the universe or cakravrLI'tin takes his position in the centre of the 

marzqala. As the surrounding emblems are royal emblems or regalia 

pertaining to a king exclusively, we may conclude that this toilet tray 
was made for use by the king. In this case the King of Dviiravati. 

The goddess Laksmi placed at the top, takes her position as 

one of the great "jewels" of the king, as queen. Without these 

jewels the king cannot become a cakravartin. 

The ancient Brahmanical concept prescribes the following 

seven jewels ( saptaratna) for the king as Universal Monarch: 
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I .l(l!lskrit) 

1. Wheel o{ a thousand rays or spokes r:akra 

2. Elephant 
lilt.~ I i 

3. Horse 
(/.~l'tl 

4. Gem 
IIIII/I! 

5. Wife stri 

6. Household chief grlw 

7. General fill r i '·' ii yalw 

A discussion of these seven jewels and their origin has been 

given by various authors in detail. :2:! 

For our purpose we proposes to recognize the: following j{:wels 

on .our toilet tray 2: (Photo V) : 

1. Wheel, 

2. Elephant, 

3. Horse, 

4. Gem, 

5. Wife, 

to be recognized in the cc!ntrnl lotus 
rosette, or an umbrella·~ The wheel is 
also to be interpreted as the full moon. 

as represented Ly the two caparisoned 
elephants. 

no identification, unle~s it woulcl he 
permissable to aceept tlw two fly whisks 
-made of yak tails-to represent the 
horse. 

no identification, unles~ it would be 
pcrmissnble to accept the vujra of In
dra-vajra in the :;ense tJ( rlinmoncl-to 
represent the gem. 

as represented by ],aksnii. She is the 
Queen. 

6- Householcl chief, no identification offered, Lhc conch
shell as sacramental vessel, may be his 
symbol. 

7. Genernl, no identification, unless the elephant's 
goad would be acceptable. The aitlwsa 
symbolises the king's army. 

. . Th~ sacred ?haracter of these symbols might even justify an 
1denldie:rtton of tl11S 1ablet as a royal reliquary. 
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Apparently not included in the seven treasures of the Univer-
sal Monarch are the remaining symbols on the second toilet tray: 

1. The 2 conch shells, or sankha. 

2. The 2 strings of prayer beads. 

~\. The 2 royal umbrellas or chattra. 

4. The 2 royal fans. 
5. The 2 turtles (symbols of long life). 

Of these additional regalia, the chattra is the most important 
one and it is the emblem that always designates the presence of the 
king. The royal fans are indispensable in royal processions on 
land-as witnessed recently in Bangkok-but are not in the same 
category of importance as the chattra. The 2 turtles seem to be sea 
turtles and as such represent the ocean. 

In the episode of the churning of the milk ocean as related 
in the Vis~l.ll Purana, the Lord Vi0nn assumes the form of a tortoise 
used as pivot for the mountain Ma7Jqara. A tortoise or turtle is 
not one of the traditional treasures of the ca.kravartin. The pot-bel
lied jar is not the traditional pur~agha\a as found in Bharhut and 
on the toilet tray No. 1. It reminds us however of the jar which 
is used as container of the r11n: ta-the life elixer of the gods-as 
portrayed on a lintel above one of the doors of the Khmer monument, 
Khao Phra Viharn.2.1) 

This lintel represents the churning of the milk ocean. 25
) From 

this cosmic churning a whirl results that is sometimes referred to 
as the navel of the ocean and one of the principal creations arising 
from that navel is the goddess Lak~mi who becomes the spouse of 
the Lord Visnu. We can therefore not resist the temptation to ad
vance her another interpretation of the threefold main theme of 
this toilet tray No. 2, as an early representation of the churning of 
the ocean epos from the Vit:l?U Pmana. The thick bellied jar could 
be the container of the milk sea from which the am[ta is churned. 
The goddess holding water lilies or a lotus stalk in each hand, has 
been identified already as Lak~mi created by the churning of the 
milk ocean. We ask ourselves why we could not identify this lotus 
rosette placed between the jar and Lak~mi as the milk ocean from 

the navel of which Laksmi was born. 
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It does not however follow that the other specific charactcl'l!i

tics of the Lord Vi~l).U, on the ma~9ala are to be considered to take 
a part in that cosmic event. These symbols are the tortoiBe and the 
conch shell. Their place in the mal)~ala seem rather to indicate as 
to form a patt of the regaHa which by their nature have been derived 

hom the ancie11t Hindu gods. 

The meaning of the regalia placed in the mnJ;lc)ala in twd 
identical sets must be left unanswered at thiB moment. There is 

one set that is placed in the right path in the mm!c./t~la ancl the other 
set is placed on the left path. With the exception of the llywhisks, 
these regalia are placed upside down, in an inverted position. 

The maJ.?.qala however clearly consists of two levels. The 

top level is formed by the Gaja-Lczk~mi group and the two fly-whisks. 
The feet of the elephants are placed on the imaginary line that 

divides the manAala into 2 parts. If we then turn the mal!cfala 
around we see second level in the right position with all the regalia 
turned upwards. It is possible that we have to understnncl the 
marJ4ala as a picture of the universe that is in all direction:-; of space. 
To judge from its style we may classify also this toilet tray as to 
belong to the Dvaravati period of art, of which its name has now 

been established legitimately as a result of the discovery of the in
scription on the two silver medals. Our examination of the objects on 
toilet tray No. 2 warrants the conclusion that the royal attributes 

described, constitute the regalia of the King of Sri Dvaravati. It is 
hoped that one day, one of these medals of such great value for the 
history of the country, may £nd its way to the National Museum.2G 

A research study by 
The Siam Society 
Research Centre. 
1964 
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Notes to illustrations 
Photo I and Photo II, Both silver medals are in private collections 

in Bangkok. 

Photo III. A dark greenish, clayey sandstone ( ?). Origin Nakorn 
Fathom province. Original shape square'( Privatl~ col

lection Bangkok 

Plate A. Purr:agha~a symbol: 

1. Redrawn from: Arion Rosu. Arts Asiatiqucs, VIII, 1961, 
fig. 1. Cf. A. Coomaraswamy. Ln sculpture de Hhurhut, 

1956. Pl. XL. fig. 123. (Bharlmt period: II-I st. Cent. 
B.C.) 

2. Pu'rl!agha~a, from medal of Photo IV; enlarged. 

3. Plirl)aghatd, from toilet tray fragment of Photo 1 V; en
larged. 

Photo IV. Toilet tray and Mat:9ala. Clay tablet. 
National Museum Bangkok. 

Origin: Nakorn Pathum Chedi. Nos. 129 and !14. 

Light brown colour. Measurements: abt. 19 x 14 x 2.5 em. 
Photo by the author. 

The author is indebted to Prof. van Lohuizen-cle Leeuw 
for her identification as a toilet tray. 
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